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Get lost in a jungle of mazes! Guide a baby tapir to its mother . . . lead a Siamese fighting fish to its

nest of eggs . . . show a koala bear and her baby how to reach some tasty eucalyptus leaves.

These and 43 other fun-to-do mazes let you play "best friend" to animals that need protection from

their enemies, help in finding their favorite meals, and more. You'll also learn fun facts about many

unusual creatures and their habits.
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Each maze has black and white drawings of jungle animals involved in the maze. Each has a one

line objective that a child of 4 to 5 would enjoy. I disagree with the age range of 4-8, these mazes

are not suitable for children over five.

This book is really small - not your average sized coloring book. I felt like a chump after I received

the book and saw the $1.50 price on the back and I paid $3.50. I should have just gone to my local

book store and paid full price there.However, as far as content, it is a good maze book for small

children - very simple mazes. But again, the book is so small, it's not that easy to work on.

My (genius) 5-yr-old loves mazes. These small maze books are perfect to carry in my bag for when



we get stuck waiting somewhere. The book is about as tall as an iPhone 6+, so it's plenty big

enough for him to see and work in.

It's my fault I didn't look at the size of the book in the description, I was expecting a size of a regular

coloring book. But the mazes seem too small for my [...] to do in the car during trips, which is what

we had planned on using them for.

The quality is OK and the mazes are nicely printed. My son enjoys them, In the future, though, I

think I would opt for a more expensive book that is larger. A larger format might be easier to handle

for children and more substantive, but this is still a great pocket-sizes booklet.

We like these Dover books. They are great for taking to restaurants or on road trips. This particular

one is fun for my 4 yr old. Very easy for him to do all by himself. Could be too easy for anyone older

or very experienced with mazes.

It is a smaller book, but my newly turned 4 year old doesn't seem to mind the size. He just loves his

mazes! He loves jungle animals, so this was a no-brainer at $1.35! I personally wish it were a little

bigger, but since he doesn't mind, I'm not going to worry about it!

These little books are great for travel and quiet time. My son has been doing these maze books

since he was 3! He is 5 and still enjoys them. Some can be quite tricky. They go quick enough that

they don't get bored and are perfect to keep in my bag when he needs something to do. Great

alternative to electronics.
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